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Established in 1968, Lejon of California has been a family owned and operated company for over three generations.  
Starting with three salesmen, Lee Jeperson, John J. Shirinian and his son, Jack Shirinian, embarked on a journey 
to create a new belt company. By combining the names of “Lee” and “John”, the three partners opened “Lejon of 
California” with a simple American ideal: excellent customer service backed by quality manufacturing.

Since its inception, Lejon has specialized in the manufacturing of moderate to high-end men’s and women’s belts, 
distributing primarily throughout the western United States. In 1984, sales expanded to the midwest and east coast 
markets. Lejon has widened its horizons even further by creating the brand Vintage Bison.

A factory of long term employees who are dedicated and hardworking masters of their craft. From Jerry Powell (our 
Plant Manager of forty-three years) his wife, Leticia Powell (Beltsmith of thirty years) to our many other valued crew 
members  who have been with our company twenty or more years. Our principles have allowed us the opportunity 
to meet and employ a staff of leaders; in turn, these leaders care and provide you with a product superior in 
craftsmanship and quality.

THE LEJON STORY...
A PROUD TRADITION OF UNITED STATES MANUFACTURING
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Dress Line A collection of  fine dress belts

BOARDROOM COLLECTION

Entrepreneur Palisades

35 mm, genuine leather with a subtle burnish, double 
accent stitching, square tapered tip, single keeper, and 

a classically shaped square brushed nickel buckle.
Sizes Available: 32-46

35 mm, genuine Italian saddle leather, blunt tip, hand painted feathered 
edge, tonal accent stitching, continuous embossed horizontal dash design 

flanking both sides, single leather keeper, and black nickel buckle.

30711 - Black
30712 - Brown

30721 - Black
30722 - Brown
30723 - Tan

18L36 38L95
Available February 20, 2020 Available February 20, 2020
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Vera Cruz

35 mm, genuine Italian saddle leather, hand painted feathered 
edge, tapered tip, embossed vertical dash accent flanking 
both sides, tonal accent stitching, single unstitched leather 

keeper, and an Italian antiqued brass finish buckle.
30733 - Walnut
30734 - Chili

30731 - Black
30732 - Brown

34L85
Available February 20, 2020
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Three Point

35 mm, genuine oil tanned harness leather, flat hand 
painted edge, tapered blunt tip, dual tonal stitching 

and groove skive design down center, single leather 
keeper, and Italian silver brushed buckle.

30743 - Walnut
30746 - Dark Brown

30741 - Black
30742 - Cognac

34L85
Available February 20, 2020
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Del Ray Hacienda

35 mm, genuine Italian saddle leather, hand painted 
feathered edge, embossed center square track design with 
surrounding tonal accent stitching, single leather keeper, 

tapered tip, and Italian nickel brushed buckle.

35 mm, genuine Italian oil tanned harness leather, 
feathered edge center, tonal stitching, skived hand painted 
flat edge, single leather keeper, and matte gunmetal finish 

buckle.
30751 - Black
30752 - Brown
30753 - Tan

30761 - Black
30762 - Brown
30764 - Chili

37L93 26L65
Available February 20, 2020 Available February 20, 2020



5Oversizes available in sizes 46 - 60

bayport
35 mm, genuine Italian Calfskin leather with an embossed vertical 

line design, hand painted feathered edge, tapered tip, double 
leather keepers, and an Italian silver plated and polished buckle.

1221 - Black
1222 - Brown

38L95 windsor
35 mm, genuine Italian glazed aniline veg leather, lined with 

natural veg tanned leather, hand painted feathered edge, accent 
stitching, single keeper, and square silver polished buckle.

1441 - Black
1442 - Brown
1443 - Tan

40L100
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the strand
35 mm, genuine Italian aniline leather, hand 

painted feathered edge, printed perf design, bullet 
tip, single leather keeper, and matte nickel buckle.

9021 - Tan

27L68 mansfield
35 mm, genuine Italian calfskin with an embossed pixel 

design, lined with natural veg tanned leather, hand 
burnished feathered edge, tapered tip, single leather 

keeper, and polished Italian black nickel buckle.
11121 - Black
11123 - Cognac

37L93



7Oversizes available in sizes 46 - 60

ocean view
35 mm, genuine Italian calfskin with metallic streaking and 
embossed hexagon design, lined with tan Nubuck leather, 
hand painted feathered edge, tapered tip, double leather 

keepers, and polished black nickel buckle.

13081 - Black

40L100chancellor
35 mm, full grain aniline steerhide leather, lined with tan Nubuck 

leather, hand painted feathered edge, accent stitching, center 
perforated and hand burnished design, brogue design on bullet tip, 

double leather keepers, and a brushed nickel buckle.

12831 - Black
12833 - Cognac
12834 - Chili

40L100



8 Oversizes available in sizes 46 - 60

Azurmendi
35 mm, genuine Italian calfskin embossed with 

croc design, lined with tan Nubuck leather, hand 
painted feathered edge, double leather keepers, 
tapered tip, and silver rolled and polished buckle.

13101 - Black/Navy
13102 - Brown/Tan

40L100 Dignitary
35 mm, genuine full grain milled steerhide leather, hand 

painted feathered edge, dual accent stitching, tapered tip, 
lined with tan Nubuck leather, single keeper, and two-tone 

brushed black and nickel buckle.

13131 - Black
13132 - Brown

35L88
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Le Bernardin
35 mm, genuine calfskin embossed with a Teju 
lizard print, hand painted feathered edge, lined 

with tan Nubuck leather, and polished nickel 
buckle, loop, and tip set with a western flair.

13271 - Black
13272 - Brown

34L85

Oversizes available in sizes 46 - 60

Center Club
35 mm, genuine full grain aniline steerhide leather, lined 
with tan Nubuck leather, hand painted feathered edge, 

tonal stitching on edges and down center skived design, 
tapered tip, single keeper, and black nickel brushed buckle.

13251 - Black
13252 - Brown
13253 - Walnut

34L85
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novara
35 mm, genuine full grain waxy glove leather, lined with tan 
Nubuck leather, hand painted feathered edge, high contrast 
blue edge paint and accent stitching, single keeper, tapered 

tip, and silver rolled and polished buckle.

15671 - Black
15673 - Cognac

36L90The Beveled Edge
35 mm, genuine Italian calfskin with an embossed 

diagonal stripe design, lined with tan Nubuck leather, 
hand painted feathered edge, tapered tip, double 
keepers, and a brushed gunmetal finish buckle.

14331 - Black
14333 - Cognac

40L100

Oversizes available in sizes 46 - 60



11Oversizes available in sizes 46 - 60

Anzio
35 mm, genuine Italian calfskin embossed with an alligator 

design, lined with tan Nubuck leather, hand painted feathered 
edge, high contrast blue edge paint and accent stitching, 

single keeper, tapered tip, and polished nickel buckle.

15681 - Black
15682 - Brown
15683 - Tan

40L100 Executive
35 mm, genuine full grain aniline steerhide leather, 

lined with tan Nubuck leather, hand painted 
feathered edge, tonal stitching, tapered tip, single 

keeper, and silver rolled and polished buckle.

16311 - Black
16312 - Brown
16313 - Walnut

38L95
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Amador
35 mm, genuine Italian calfskin embossed with 

an alligator design, lined with tan Nubuck leather, 
hand painted feathered edge, double keepers, 

tapered tip, and silver rolled and polished buckle.

15971 - Black
15973 - Cognac

40L100

Oversizes available in sizes 46 - 60

Stockton
35 mm, genuine leather with an embossed 
pebble grain, hand painted feathered edge, 

tonal accent stitching, tapered tip, single 
leather keeper, and a nickel polished buckle.

19851 - Black
19852 - Brown

20L50
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holden
35 mm, genuine leather, hand painted feathered 
edge, tonal accent stitching, tapered tip, single 
leather keeper, and a polished nickel buckle.

19813 - Walnut
19814 - Chili

19811 - Black
19812 - Brown

20L50



14 Oversizes available in sizes 46 - 60

Lexington
35 mm, genuine leather with an embossed 

croco pattern, hand painted feathered edge, 
tonal accent stitching, single leather keeper, 

and a nickel polished buckle.

19861 - Black
19862 - Brown
19863 - Chili

20L50 Mamba
35 mm, genuine Italian calfskin leather, center inlay with a deeply 

embossed perforated design, lined with natural veg tanned 
leather, hand painted feathered edge, accent stitching, single 
leather keeper, square tapered tip, and Italian nickel buckle.

20221 - Black
20221 - Dark Grey

40L100
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Sunset Blvd.
35 mm, genuine Italian brushoff leather, hand painted 

rounded edge, single leather keeper, lined with natural veg 
tanned leather, blunt tip, and Italian gunmetal center bar 

buckle.23117 - Black/Red
23117 - Brown/Blue

39L98
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Custom Order
Gator

35 mm, genuine Caiman alligator leather, hand 
painted feathered edge, accent stitching, lined 

with natural veg tanned leather, tapered tip, single 
leather keeper and polished nickel Italian buckle.

23031 - Black
23031 - Brown
23031 - Chili

150L375
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Salt Creek
35 mm, genuine Italian calfskin embossed 
with a croc design, hand painted feathered 
edge, lined with tan Nubuck leather, and 

gunmetal buckle, loop and tip set.

23115 - Black
23115 - Chili

38L98
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From boardroom to cocktail hour

BRIDGE COLLECTION

Miami

35 mm, genuine oil tanned harness leather, single piece 
construction, flat hand painted edge, blunt tip, single 

leather keeper, and silver Italian roller buckle.
30541 - Black
30542 - Cognac

30543 - Tan
30544 - Brown

20L50
Available February 20, 2020
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Artecia Villa

40 mm, genuine glazed aniline leather, flat hand 
painted edge, perforated design with tonal accent 
stitching down the center, single leather keeper, 

tapered tip, and antiqued nickel buckle.

40 mm, genuine Italian saddle leather, flat hand painted 
edge, double contrast stitching, tooled design with dark hand 
burnished accents down the center, antiqued brass buckle, 
single leather keeper, tapered blunt tip, and snap closure.

64021 - Black
64022 - Brown
64023 - Walnut

64031 - Black/Black
64032 - Brown/Black
64036 - Chili/Black

34L85 29L73
Available February 20, 2020 Available February 20, 2020
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Reversible

Rooftop Lane
35 mm, genuine Italian calfskin with embossed croc

design on one side, pebble grain embossed leather on 
reverse side, hand painted rounded edge, blunt tapered tip, 

reversible buckle and loop in a gunmetal finish.

23020 - Black/Black
23020 - T-Moro/Chili

38L95
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Foxtail
40 mm, genuine oil tanned harness leather 

with a unique color pull-up, woven inlay design 
down center, bullet tip, single leather keeper, 

and an Italian silver buckle.

60120 - Black
60120 -  Walnut

33L83 Cliff Drive
40 mm, genuine Horween Chromexcel leather with 

interlocking design, single leather keeper, hand 
painted feathered edge, contrasting double stitch, 

bullet tip, and antiqued nickel Italian buckle.

23029 - Black
23029 - Brown

26L65
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Corporate
35 mm, genuine oil tanned harness leather, 
hand painted English beveled edge, accent 

stitching, tapered tip, double leather keepers, 
and an angular brushed nickel buckle.

71091 - Black
71092 - Mahogony
71094 - Cognac

19L48
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Falcon
40 mm, genuine Italian suede leather, lined 
with full grain leather, blunt tip, hand painted 

flat edge, tonal accent stitching, suede leather 
keeper, matte black buckle, and snap closure.

20061 - Black
20063 - Beige

20065 - Navy
20066 - Grey

27L68
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powell
35 mm, genuine oil tanned harness leather, hand 
painted English beveled edge, tapered tip, double 

leather keepers, and a brushed nickel buckle.
5911 - Black
5917 - Mahogany

20L50 Eleven Madison Park
35 mm, genuine leather, hand painted 

feathered edge, tapered tip, single leather 
keeper, and polished nickel buckle.

20220 - Black
20220 - Merlot

20L50
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Crusader
40 mm, genuine oil tanned harness leather with 

a deep color pull-up, leather keeper, English 
beveled edge, dual accent stitching, tapered tip, 

antique brass buckle, and snap closure.

50141 - Black
50143 -  Cognac

22L55 Piano bar
35 mm, Genuine Italian calfskin with an embossed vertical design and 
hand burnishing, hand painted feathered edge, lined with tan Nubuck 
leather, center skived design, accent stitching down center and edges, 
tapered tip, and two- tone black nickel brushed keeper and buckle set.

13241 - Black
13243 - Chili

40L100

Oversizes available in sizes 46 - 60
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Cambridge
35 mm, genuine oil tanned harness leather with a 
deep color pull up, hand painted feathered edge, 

tonal accent stitching, single leather keeper, tapered 
tip, and an Italian brushed nickel buckle.

20211- Black
20212 - Brown
20213 - Cognac

20214 - Wine
20215 - Navy

36L90
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CASUAL COLLECTION

Port Starboard

40 mm, genuine Italian saddle leather leather backend 
and square tapered tip with accent stitching, black and 
navy cotton/nylon dovetail interlock web, single leather 

keeper, and antiqued nickel simulated roller buckle.

40 mm, genuine Italian saddle leather backend 
and square tapered tip with accent stitching, 
cotton/nylon web, single leather keeper, and 

antiqued nickel simulated roller buckle.

68185 - Navy/Black
68189 - Grey/Black

68193 - Khaki/Black
68195 - Navy/Black

18L36 18L36
Available February 20, 2020 Available February 20, 2020
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Catcher
35 mm, genuine oil tanned harness leather with a 
distressed design, hand painted feathered edge, 

dark accent stitching, blunt tip, single leather keeper, 
and silver plated distressed Italian buckle.

11072 - Brown

30L75 Zeppelin
40 mm, genuine Italian saddle leather, flat hand 

painted beveled edge, single leather keeper fastened 
by two hand laced leather strips, interlocking braided 

tip design, and silver coated buckle.

23037 - Brown

38L95
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Birchwood
40 mm, genuine Horween Chromexcel leather, 

single piece construction, flat raw edge, bullet tip, 
hand laced single leather keeper, and distressed 

Italian silver buckle.buckle.

23030 - Black
23030 - Brown
23030 - Light Brown

30L75
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Featuring Style: 16501 - Charter
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charter
35 mm, elastic Italian cotton stretch cord blend, full 
grain aniline steerhide leather tip, double keepers, 

back end, and nose wrap, and brushed nickel buckle.

16506 - Purple
16507 - Beige
16508 - White
16509 - Sky Blue

16501 - Black
16504 - Red
16505 - Navy

34L85

Oversizes available in sizes 46 - 60
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Point Break
40 mm, genuine oil tanned harness leather 
with a distinctive color pull-up, hand painted 

flat edge, bullet tip, antiqued nickel center bar 
buckle, and snap closure.

83041 - Brown
83041 - Slate

20L50Lockwood
40 mm, genuine Italian saddle leather with a 
deeply embossed croc design, hand painted 

beveled flat edge, bullet tip, single leather keeper, 
and twin pronged black brushed buckle.

23025 - Black
23025 - Peanut

30L75
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HANDCRAFTED ACCESSORIES
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amped
Bi-fold wallet made from oil tanned harness leather, raw 

edge with tonal stitching, one main bill compartment, four 
credit card slots, and two hidden pockets.

153 - Merlot
154 - Olive

151 - Black
152 - Brown

21L42
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YUMA
Checkbook wallet made of oil tanned 
harness leather, accent stitching, four 

credit card slots, ID holder, check book 
insert, and cash divider.

MESA
Large bi-fold wallet made of oil tanned harness 

leather, accent stitching, lined with full grain 
steer hide, six card slots, hidden pockets 
behind card slots and two cash dividers.

738 - Sienna 30L60 108 - Sienna 28L56

TUCSON
Small credit card holder, made of oil 

tanned harness leather, tonal stitching, 
lined with full grain steer hide, four card 

slots, and one ID window.

PHOENIX
Tri-fold wallet made of oil tanned harness 

leather, tonal stitching, lined with full grain steer 
hide, six card slots, two hidden pockets and 

one cash divider and ID holder.

128 - Sienna 26L52208 - Sienna 28L56

Style Style

StyleStyle
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Langston sweetwater
Large bi-fold wallet, top and liner made of genuine bison leather featuring 
a medium pull- up with rich undertones, accent stitching, four card slots, 

two hidden pockets behind card slots, and one cash pocket.

Small card case, made of genuine bison leather featuring a 
medium pull-up with rich undertones, accent stitching, four card 

slots, and one hidden cash pocket centered in the wallet.
110 - Mocha
110 - Whiskey

220 - Mocha
220 - Whiskey

29L58 18L36
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shawnee
Small credit card holder, top and liner made of genuine bison 

leather featuring a medium pull- up with rich undertones, 
accent stitching, four card slots, and one ID window.

120 - Mocha
120 - Whiskey

22L44 reed
Passport holder and credit card wallet, top and liner made of genuine 
bison leather featuring a medium pull-up with rich undertones, accent 

stitching, four credit card slots, two passport slots, and one receipt slot.

320 - Mocha
320 - Whiskey

29L58
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mesa tucson
Large bi-fold wallet made of genuine bison leather featuring a deep 
bubble print, accent stitching, lined with full grain steer hide, six card 

slots, hidden pockets behind card slots, and two cash dividers.

Small credit card holder, made from genuine bison leather 
with a deep bubble print, accent stitching, lined with full 

grain steer hide, four card slots, and one ID window.

103 - Peanut
104 - Saddle

123 - Peanut
124 - Saddle

101 - Black
102 - Brown

121 - Black
122 - Brown

30L65 27L60
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phoenix
Tri-fold wallet made from genuine bison leather with accent 

stitching, lined with full grain steer hide, six card slots, two hidden 
pockets, one cash divider, and ID holder.

203 - Peanut
204 - Saddle

201 - Black
202 - Brown

30L65 Yuma
Checkbook wallet made of genuine bison leather featuring a 

medium pull-up with a rich undertone and genuine bison leather 
with a deep bubble print overlay design, contrast stitching, four 
credit card slots, ID holder, check book insert, and cash divider.

211 - Dark Chocolate/Black
212 - Saddle/Peanut

34L70
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SWIVEL KEYCHAIN

Made of genuine bison leather Made of genuine bison leather

SNAP KEYCHAIN
Double snap key chain

45 mm snap loop keychain combination
Removable snap keyring for easy release and return

601 - Black
602 - Brown
603 - Peanut
604 - Dark Chocolate
605 - Saddle

611 - Black
612 - Brown
613 - Peanut
614 - Dark Chocolate
615 - Saddle

12L24 10L20

8L16

Key fob with swivel lobster claw 
Trigger snap hook
Key ring at bottom

Made of saddle leather Made of saddle leather

731 - Brown
732 - Cognac
733 - Natural

10L25

734 - Brown
735 - Cognac
736 - Natural

Style

Style Style

Style
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POINT OF SALE

BELT RACKS
Purchase 160 Units - No charge
Purchase 80 Units - $150 charge

Under 80 Units - $275 charge

6.5” inches

G
raph is for size 32 O

N
LY.

For all other sizes increase m
iddle m

easurem
ents by 2 inches per size.

Center
Hole

From 
Foldover 
Point

Tip

32” inches

BELT CUBBY WALLET BOX

BISON STANDBELT BAGS

Purchase 30 Belts - No charge
Purchase 15 Belts - $50 charge

Under 15 Belts - $75 charge

Purchase 30 Wallets - No charge
Purchase 15 Wallets - $50 charge

Under 15 Wallets - $75 charge

Purchase 30 Wallets - No chargeNo charge
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INDEX
101
102
103
104
108
110
120
121
122
123
124
128
151
152
153
154
201
202
203
204
208
211
212
220
320
601
602

Pg. 38
Pg. 38
Pg. 38
Pg. 38
Pg. 35
Pg. 36
Pg. 37
Pg. 38
Pg. 38
Pg. 38
Pg. 38
Pg. 35
Pg. 34
Pg. 34
Pg. 34
Pg. 34
Pg. 39
Pg. 39
Pg. 39
Pg. 39
Pg. 35
Pg. 39
Pg. 39
Pg. 36
Pg. 37
Pg. 40
Pg. 40

603
604
605
611
612
613
614
615
731
732
733
734
735
736
738
1221
1222
1441
1442
1443
5911
5917
9021
11072
11121
11123
12831

Pg. 40
Pg. 40
Pg. 40
Pg. 40
Pg. 40
Pg. 40
Pg. 40
Pg. 40
Pg. 40
Pg. 40
Pg. 40
Pg. 40
Pg. 40
Pg. 40
Pg. 35
Pg. 5
Pg. 5
Pg. 5
Pg. 5
Pg. 5
Pg. 24
Pg. 24
Pg. 6
Pg. 28
Pg. 6
Pg. 6
Pg. 7

12833
12834
13081
13101
13102
13131
13132
13241
13243
13251
13252
13253
13271
13272
14331
14333 
15671
15673
15681
15682
15683
15971
15973
16311
16312
16313
16501

Pg. 7
Pg. 7
Pg. 7
Pg. 8
Pg. 8
Pg. 8
Pg. 8
Pg. 25
Pg. 25
Pg. 9
Pg. 9
Pg. 9
Pg. 9
Pg. 9
Pg. 10
Pg. 10
Pg. 10
Pg. 10
Pg. 11
Pg. 11
Pg. 11
Pg. 12
Pg. 12
Pg. 11
Pg. 11
Pg. 11
Pg. 31

16504
16505
16506
16507
16508
16509
19811
19812
19813
19814
19851
19852
19861
19862
19863
20061
20063
20065
20066
20211
20212
20213
20214
20215
20220
20221
23020 

Pg. 31
Pg. 31
Pg. 31
Pg. 31
Pg. 31
Pg. 31
Pg. 13
Pg. 13
Pg. 13
Pg. 13
Pg. 12
Pg. 12
Pg. 14
Pg. 14
Pg. 14
Pg. 23
Pg. 23
Pg. 23
Pg. 23
Pg. 26
Pg. 26
Pg. 26
Pg. 26
Pg. 26
Pg. 24
Pg. 14
Pg. 20

23025
23029
23030
23031
23037
23115 
23117
30541
30542
30543
30544
30711
30712
30721
30723
30724
30731
30732
30733
30734
30741
30742
30743 
30746
30751
30753
30754

Pg. 32
Pg. 21
Pg. 29
Pg. 16
Pg. 28
Pg. 17
Pg. 15
Pg. 18
Pg. 18
Pg. 18
Pg. 18
Pg. 1
Pg. 1
Pg. 1
Pg. 1
Pg. 1
Pg. 2
Pg. 2
Pg. 2
Pg. 2
Pg. 3
Pg. 3
Pg. 3
Pg. 3
Pg. 4
Pg. 4
Pg. 4

30761
30762
30764
50141
50143
60120
64021
64022
64023
64031
64032
64036
68185
68189
68193
68195
71091
71092
71094
83041

Pg. 4
Pg. 4
Pg. 4
Pg. 25
Pg. 25
Pg. 21
Pg. 19
Pg. 19
Pg. 19
Pg. 19
Pg. 19
Pg. 19
Pg. 27
Pg. 27
Pg. 27
Pg. 27
Pg. 22
Pg. 22
Pg. 22
Pg. 32



Connect With Us Here

Ver. 2/2020 please send orders to orders@lejon.com

LEJON OF CALIFORNIA ,  INC.
1229 Railroad St.

Corona, CA 92882
T: 951-736-1229

F: 951-356-8586

www.lejon.com

TERRY ENMON
South West Territory

enmon57@gmail.com

817-832-8682

GARY DONNOWITZ
Territory Representative
Midwest/Plains States

gdonno@aol.com

847-778-6190

PETER KORNBLIT
Territory Representative

West Coast & Rocky Mountains

pkornblit@aol.com

480-563-4773

SCOT T ZECHIEL

BRIT TANY HARTOG

Southern Territory

Sales Administrator

scott@scottz.com

brittany@lejon.com

772-285-4809

951-736-1229   ext.1010


